
  LEVEL 1: Core Training

SolidWorks Essentials (4 days)
SolidWorks Essentials teaches you how to use the SolidWorks mechanical design automation software to build 
parametric models of parts and assemblies, and how to make drawings of those parts and assemblies. The focus of this 
course is on the fundamental skills and concepts central to the successful use of SolidWorks.

SolidWorks Advanced Part Modeling (2 days)
SolidWorks Advanced Part Modeling offers many tools to support the design process. The course teaches you how to 
build complex shape models and you will use multibody solids, sweeping and boundary features and more advanced 
shaping capabilites of SolidWorks.

SolidWorks Advanced Part Modeling (2 days)
In an early stage in the design process it is crucial to analyze parts, that are assembled togheter, to check for 
interferences or unwanted gaps to avoid producing incorrect parts. SolidWorks Assembly Modeling teaches you how to 
maximize your use of the assembly modeling capabilities. You will start learning how to create assemblies by inserting 
and mating components and then how to analyse the assembly.
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SolidWorks Simulation Essentials (3 days)
By learning how to use SolidWorks Simulation in the design process you can quickly and efficiently validate quality, 
performance and safety in your model all while still creating the design which will save you both time and money. 
Besides the basics of the Finite Element Analysis you will learn about the whole analysis process from meshing, loads 
and boundary conditions to evaluation of the results. The course also covers best practices and troubleshooting in 
Simulation. After the training you will have a better understanding of which types of analyzes that are most appropriate 
for your design.

SolidWorks Sheet Metal (1 day)
SolidWorks Sheet Metal module can streamline your process in making manufacturing documentation. SolidWorks 
Sheet Metal course teaches you how to build sheet metal parts or convert conventional parts to sheet metal parts and 
use simple commands to unfold the parts to flat patterns.

SolidWorks Weldments (1 day)
The weldment module in SolidWorks provides effective tools for this, is easy to use and time saving. SolidWorks 
Weldments course teaches you how to create structures with standard structural members. You learn how to use 
weldment multi-body functionality and create manufacturing drawings with well defined cut lists.

PrE rEquirEmEnTs:
SolidWorks Premium package needed 
Basic knowledge of Microsoft Windows environment, preferably some experience of CAD
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Optional learning path for experienced engineers

  LEVEL 3: Expert Training

SolidWorks Routing Electrical (1 day)
Today many companies faces the challenges of assembling both mechanical parts and electrical routes togheter and 
get it all to fit. SolidWorks Routing Electrical facilitates the design process in the cooperation between mechanical and 
electrical routing engineering. SolidWorks Routing also enables the designer to create piping and tubing applications, 
but this course will only cover the electrical routes. The training explains how to create, edit and manage electrical 
routes, from the critical routing components and their design requirements to the sub-assemblies that contain the 
routes.

SolidWorks Motion (2 days)
SolidWorks Motion course teaches you the basics of how to use the SolidWorks Motion Simulation  
software to predict motion effects in your designs. You will learn how to build motion models,  
set up contacts and forces and to post-process results. The course will cover reaction  
and friction forces as well as power consumption and torques in motors.

PrE rEquirEmEnTs:
SolidWorks Premium package needed
Level 1 and 2 trainings

*Not included in Industry specific training agreement and needs to be ordered separately
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